CAREER SERVICE BOARD, CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER,
STATE OF COLORADO
Appeal No. A024-17A

DECISION AND ORDER

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:

JAMES JOHNSON,
Appellant-Respondent,

vs.
DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF DEPARTMENT,
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency-Petitioner.

On November 11, 2015, Denver Deputy Sheriff. Captain James Johnson
(Appellant) was serving as the highest-ranking officer overseeing Denver's Downtown
Detention Center (DOC). On that day, an inmate, Michael Marshall, housed in the
DDC's special management unit (for dangerous and mentally unstable inmates)
became unstable after having refused his psychotropic medications for several days.
He was tearing at his food, cramming it into his mouth, tearing up trash, smearing his
feces, and tearing foam from his mattress.
Deputies took Marshall from his cell and escorted him to a sally port where he
could remain while his cell was being cleaned. Marshall started pacing and tearing up
the blanket which he had taken with him from his cell. He tried to leave the sally port
several times, but was pushed back by deputies. One such push resulted in Marshall
falling backward and down along a wall. Other deputies watching the situation entered
the sally port as Marshall slumped to the floor. Five deputies attempted to control
Marshall while on the floor and one called for even more assistance.
Upon hearing the call for assistance, Appellant came to the scene and positioned
himself on the wall opposite the door to the sally port. The five deputies were eventually
successful in getting a struggling Marshall under control and into a sitting position, at
which time, Marshall became limp and unresponsive. Appellant, still watching, moved
closer to the sally port. He ordered a sergeant to call for a medical emergency,
unaware of the fact that such a call had already been placed. Appellant then backed
away assuming his previous position.
Marshall regained consciousness and started struggling again. Deputies held
him down by his limbs, shoulder blade area and pelvis. Nurses on scene asked that
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Marshall be placed in a wheelchair in anticipation of taking his vital signs more
effectively and wheeling him to the medical unit. The deputies refused citing safety
concerns.
A Sergeant on the scene called for a restraint chair. Deputies placed a spit hood
over Marshall's head. As the restraint chair was arriving, Marshall again became
unresponsive. Deputies removed the spit hood, removed Marshall's restraints, and
placed him on the floor where a Deputy started CPR.
Appellant told a Sergeant to call for an ambulance and then left the scene to fill
out forms. Marshall was transported to a hospital where he died nine days later. During
the entire situation, Appellant never entered the sally port and never interacted with
anyone in the sally port. He never left his position along the wall until the situation was,
for all intents and purposes, over.
The Agency, the Denver Department of Safety, Denver Sheriff Department,
alleged that Appellant's inaction during inmate Marshall's medical crisis amounted to
rules violations and issued the Appellant a ten-day suspension. Appellant appealed his
suspension to a Hearing Officer.
The Hearing Officer determined that the Agency had not proven the charges
brought against Appellant and vacated the Agency's order imposing discipline. We now
consider the Agency's appeal of the Hearing Officer's decision.
The Agency first argues that in finding that the Agency failed to prove that
Appellant violated Career Service Rule (CSR) 16-60L as it pertained to [the Agency's
internal regulation] RR-1100.8 (Failure to Supervise), the Hearing Officer misinterpreted
the Classification Specifications, which identified one of Appellant's duties as providing
work instruction and assistance to employees with difficult and/or unusual assignments
and formulating tactical approaches to potential crisis situations.
Indeed, while the Agency claimed that Appellant violated rules by failing to
perform the duties of a Captain that is, by failing to formulate a tactical approach to a
potential crisis situation, the Hearing Officer dismissed this charge finding that, because
the Appellant was faced with an actual crisis situation rather than a potential crisis, the
job requirement of formulating a tactical approach was not applicable. This strikes us
as absurd for several reasons.
First, there is no value in having a job requirement requiring the formulation of
tactics for crisis situations that may never occur because, by definition, a "potential"
crisis is one that has not yet occurred, only for that requirement to disappear precisely
at the time when an actual crisis appears.
Second, had the Appellant formulated a tactical approach when the situation first
escalated it is very possible no crisis would have occurred. Third, the Hearing Officer
ignored the Rule's requirement that the Appellant provide work instruction and
assistance to employees with difficult and/or unusual assignments. Although he
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provided some assistance, it did not rise to the level of leadership required by the
situation.
We agree with the Agency the record of this case demonstrates that Appellant
was not able to articulate a tactical approach, or any type of plan whatsoever, which
addressed the exigent circumstances presented by the situation at hand.
Instead the record reflects that Appellant did not know what his subordinates had
planned, but that he had made incorrect assumptions about what the plan was (having
failed to communicate with any subordinate regarding any plan or course of action), and
he failed to provide a plan or direct any course of action to those dealing directly with
the emergency.
The Agency next argues that the Hearing Officer erred in failing to find a rules
violation for Appellant's failure to apply problem solving techniques to the situation,
where that "requirement" originated in the Classification Specification applicable to
Appellant's job. Again, we agree with the Agency.
The Hearing Officer determined that this requirement was nothing more than a
minimum qualification, that Appellant had obviously met the minimum qualifications for
assuming the rank of Captain or he would not have been promoted, and that,
accordingly, this minimum requirement did not amount to an enforceable standard of
conduct.
We reverse this finding as we believe it runs counter to sound public policy and
sets improper precedent.
A position's minimum qualifications sets floors regarding experience, knowledge,
abilities and standards of conduct. The fact that a person might meet these
requirements when applying for a position does not mean that a successfully promoted
employee becomes free to ignore those minimum standards or act in ways that do not
meet those minimum standards.
The fact that they are standards of the job itself is sufficient to inform an
employee that, so long as he holds said position, he will be bound by and obligated to
meet all the minimum standards and requirements at all times. The minimum standards
are the basic foundation of the job, and an employee is subject to discipline any time his
conduct is found to be below or inconsistent with those minimum standards.
Here, the record reflects that Appellant's performance during the incident did not
rise to the level of meeting minimum job requirements and, as a result, was in violation
of Career Service Rules requiring adequacy of work performance. We see no evidence
in the record of Appellant applying problem solving techniques, attempting to find
alternate solutions to the complex problems he and his subordinates were facing, or that
he was sifting out relevant versus irrelevant information to make logical judgments.
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We find the record supports the Agency's charge of rules violations regarding
CSR 16-60A and L.
The Agency next argues that the Hearing Officer erred in finding that Appellant
adequately interacted with the deputies and nurses responding to the emergency. Key
to the Hearing Officer's finding was his holding that RR-4001.00 (Priorities) prioritized
the safety of nurses and responding officers over the medical emergency of an inmate.
The Agency claims that the Hearing Officer misinterpreted RR-4001.00 because the
regulation does not set priorities as found by the Hearing Officer. The Agency is
correct.
As noted by the Agency, RR-4001.00 states that the saving of life is the number
one priority. In this case, the inmate's life was the life in danger and saving his life
should have been the responders' first priority. By holding, as the Hearing Officer did,
that he safety of the responders was first priority, the Hearing Officer sets improper
precedent that leads to illogical and potentially dangerous results.
Given the Hearing Officer's misinterpretation, any time a deputy could believe
that an injured or health-impaired inmate posed a potential risk to a responding deputy's
health, safety or well-being, the deputy would be justified in refusing to provide
assistance to the inmate, given that his own health would have priority over the health of
the inmate. 1
It is well-settled that the care and custody of inmates are the top priorities of the
Agency. While we in no way advocate for policies that unduly or foolishly place deputies
in harm's way, we do not believe that the Hearing Officer was correct in his holding that
saving the life of an inmate, even a struggling inmate, was subservient to the safety of
the nurses and deputies responding to the inmate.
The Agency next takes issues with the Hearing Officer's reliance on the
testimony provided by former Captain Jeff Wood. The Agency claims that certain
testimony, offered by Wood and accepted by the Hearing Officer, is unsupported by
record evidence, rendering the Hearing Officer's factual findings on these issues clearly
erroneous. The Agency, however, points to few factual findings based on Wood's
testimony as an occurrence witness.
Indeed, the Agency is correct when it argues that the record reflects that on two
occasions, former Captain Wood testified that he was not present during the incident
and did not witness the incident first hand. To the extent that the Hearing Officer made
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We do not mean to imply that an inmate's life is to be valued more highly than the life of a Deputy or a nurse and
we do not mean to imply that under all circumstances, say, for example, when the life of a Deputy or nurse is in as
great peril as that of an inmate, that an inmate's health and safety takes priority over the health and safety of
nurses and deputies. We only hold that in this case, given the wording of the policy, and given the fact that the
health of the inmate was in much greater peril than the health and safety of any nurse or deputy on the scene, the
Hearing Officer's decision to interpret the policy as prioritizing the safety of the nurses and Deputies over that of
the inmate was error.
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any critical findings based on Wood having witnessed anything first hand, those findings
would, in fact, be clearly erroneous.
Of more concern to us, however, is the fact that Wood's testimony, because he
was not present during the incident, was nothing more than opinion testimony. The
Hearing Officer's decision clearly reflects that he the pitted the opinion of the Civilian
Review Administrator (CRA) against the opinion of the "expert" witness testifying on
behalf of the Appellant and decided he liked the testimony of the expert better.
In doing so, we believe the Hearing Officer set improper precedent in that by
accepting the expert witness testimony over that of the CRA, the Hearing Officer,
essentially, allowed the expert witness to set policy and standards for the Agency.
The Agency is entitled to set performance standards and expectations. The
Agency is empowered with determining whether its employees are performing in
accordance with those standards. The Hearing Officer, in simply crediting all the
testimony by former Captain Wood, has essentially allowed the former Captain to set
policy, performance standards, and act as judge in determining whether deputies, such
as the Appellant, have acted in conformance with his standards. The Hearing Officer
has impermissibly permitted former Captain Wood to usurp the authority of the Agency.
The impropriety of the Hearing Officer's decision is compounded by the fact that
it is undisputed in the record that former Captain Wood was not privy to all the
information developed by the Agency during its investigation, such as interviews and
statements made by witnesses who had actual first-hand knowledge of the incident. His
opinions, therefore, were not even well-informed.
The Hearing Officer's decision, which allowed an opinion witness to set
standards and judge performance, sets bad policy precedent and, therefore, cannot
stand.
Finally, the Agency alleges the Hearing Officer erred in refusing to consider the
CSR 16-60A charge and finding no 16-60A violation because the conduct at issue
would also be addressed under the analysis for the charge of the CSR 16-60L violation.
The Hearing Officer considered this a piling on of charges and held, essentially, that
because an act of misconduct violated one rule, that same act of misconduct could not
violate another rule.
First, there is nothing unusual, illogical or unfair about one act of misconduct
violating several rules. CSR 16-60A prohibits neglect of duty and carelessness in the
performance of duties. CSR 16-60L prohibits a failure to act in accordance with, among
other things, internal agency rules.
Appellant's failure to adequately perform his supervisory responsibilities could
very well violate both internal rules regarding performance of duties and responsibilities
(16-60L), and a more specific rule regarding a requirement that job performance may
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not be careless or neglectful (16-60A). Neither logic, our rules, or concepts of
fundamental fairness prohibit such a finding.
In addition, a finding that one act of misconduct has violated several rules is not
necessarily improper stacking of charges or "piling on." Improper stacking (or piling) of
charges occurs only when a penalty is enhanced based solely on the number of
charges. If an Agency determines that an appellant's single act of misconduct is worth
a ten-day suspension, the Appellant receives that ten-day suspension, regardless of the
number of rules violations that one act of misconduct might support.
It is not an improper piling on or stacking of charges if the Appellant receives that
ten-day suspension, regardless of whether the Agency finds the misconduct violated
one rule or ten rules. If, on the other hand, the Agency increased a penalty merely
because that one act of misconduct supported ten rules violations, rather than one rule
violation, that would amount to an improper stacking of charges.
That is not, however, what the Agency did in this case. This case did not present
a situation where the Agency stacked or improperly piled on charges. The Hearing
Officer erred in failing to consider the 16-60A charge and finding that a 16-60A violation
could not be sustained in light of the bringing of the 16-60L charge.
The record reflects that Appellant did virtually nothing during a crisis situation. 2
The Agency reasonably expected more out of a Captain, and found rules violations and
imposed punishment when it did not receive from Appellant what he should have
provided. The record reflects that Appellant committed the rules violations as charged.
For all these reasons, the Hearing Officer's decision is REVERSED. This matter
is remanded back to the Hearing Officer for consideration of the appropriateness of the
penalty imposed by the Agency.

2 Contributing to

our decision to overturn the Hearing Officer's decision is the portion of his decision appearing at
pages five and six therein. There, the Hearing Officer determined, based on the opinions offered by other
deputies, that Appellant, by doing virtually nothing, acted appropriately during the crisis situation. The Hearing
Officer went so far as to conclude that had Appellant done something, he would have been "inappropriately
usurping the role of his sergeants." We do not see how this is possible. We do not see how a ranking officer at the
scene of a crisis situation can improperly usurp the authority of his underlings by acting in a manner consistent
with his higher rank. Rank may have its privileges, but it also carries with it responsibilities; and being the ranking
officer at a crisis situation required Appellant to act like the ranking officer on scene. His rank demanded that he
exercise authority and control, that he exercise command presence, that he lead or direct, or that he make
decisions. This was the crux of the charges brought against Appellant, that instead of leading, instead of
commanding or acting or advising or deciding, he simply sat back and watched. From the Agency's standpoint, this
was unacceptable. From a public policy standpoint, we too, find that unacceptable.
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SO ORDERED by the Board on April 5, 2018, and documented this 17th day of
January, 2019.
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BY THE BOARD:

Board Members Concurring:
Patti Klinge
Patricia Barela Rivera
Tracy Winchester
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